Laddawn.com

LADDAWN MOBILE
CLOSE ON A DIME WITH LADDAWN MOBILE

PLACE IT WHERE YOU CAN FIND IT FAST

Laddawn’s mobile site is designed to provide pavementburning sales folks with on-the-go functionality. It’s not a
newfangled app to learn. It’s the site you are already relying
on, optimized for smaller screens. Really, it’s just part of
making – and keeping – Laddawn a Better Way to Buy.

You can add an app-like icon to your smartphone’s home
screen for even faster access. Just open the Laddawn
site in your device’s browser, then tap the browser’s
menu button on Android, or the icon on Apple devices.
Choose “add to home screen.” Voila!

HERE ARE A FEW THINGS WE THINK WILL COME IN HANDY WITH THE MOBILE SITE
Fast Access to Pricing & Lead Times
	Laddawn Mobile now senses the device you’re using and
adapts to your screen size. You’ll see all the options to find
the product you need without pinching or scrolling. Just tap,
swipe, quote. You get precise answers to your customers’
pressing questions in a jiffy.

Instant Cart & Item Sharing
	Of course, it’s not just about getting an answer for yourself.
When you need to share prices and lead times with a
colleague, no problem. Our powerful share feature works
on mobile as well as desktop. Share information with
purchasing agents and sales assistants with just a tap and
an email address.
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	Share a Marked Up Price with a Customer
	Laddawn Mobile takes your preloaded logo
and company info and seamlessly creates an
email with all the details immediately, stacking
the deck in your favor. Just enter the end-user
price based on desired markup or margin, add
a comment and send it on. Tap, share, close.

Easy Order Tracking
	After you’ve made the sale, you can keep tabs on its
status from start to finish. So, when your customer
asks about their order, you can keep them in the loop
even when you’re out in the field.

